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INTRODUCTION 
Let .;rP be a u-field of subsets of a set X, with a countable separating 
system; typically X could be the real line R, and .D the family .9(R) of 
Bore1 sets, or of all Lebesgue measurable sets. Throughout what follows, all 
subsets of X referred to are understood to be “measurable’‘-that is, to 
belong to .$--and the term “function” means “real-valued, measurable 
function.” The object of this paper is to prove the following curious theorem 
(which was first stated, with a brief indication of proof, in Ill). 
THEOREM 1. Given functions f, g, h, c, d. E on X, and a G, subset G * of 
R that contains the set Q of all rational numbers, such that f = g + h, c and 
d are never 0, and E(X) > 0 for all x E X: then: 
(A) if c and d are everywhere positive, there exist one-one functions u, 
w on X, having disjoint ranges u(X), w(X) contained in some (Lebesgue) null 
o-compact subset of G*\Q. such that, for all x E X. 
and 
f(x) = c(x) u(x) + d(x) w(x) 
1 g(x) - c(x) u(x)/ = 1 h(x) - d(x) w(x)/ < E(X). 
Ix instead of (A), we assume 
(B) there is no x E X for which f(x) = 0 = c(x) f d(x), then we ma)’ 
further require the ranges of Iu( and /WI to be disjoint. 
To illustrate the content of this somewhat complicated theorem, we 
mention two very special cases. First, if we take c(x) = 1 = d(x) and 
g(x) = h(x) =f(x)/2 for all x E X, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 1. Every function f is the sum of two one-one functions u. 
W. 
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Without the requirement that all functions are to be measurable, this 
would be an easy consequence of the axiom of choice. But, for instance, if X 
is iRz with Lebesgue measure, and f(x, , x2) = x, , taking each value uncoun- 
tably often, it seems to be far from obvious thatfis a sum of two measurable 
one-one functions. 
Next, if we take c(x) = d(x) = 1. g(x) =f(x), h(x) = 0, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 2. Every function f is “very strongly” approximable b-v 
one-one functions, in the following sense: given a function E on X, with 
c(x) > 0 for all x E X, there exists a (measurable) one-one function u on X 
such that 1 f(x) - u(x)1 < E(X) for all x E X. This implies, in particular, that 
u can be required to be summable iff is summable, and this with respect to 
an arbitrary (o-jmite) measure on .s’. 
Corollary 2 is not hard to prove directly. It can also be restated: the set of 
all one-one functions is dense in the space of all (measurable) functions on 
X, topologized so that the basic neighborhoods of a given f. are the sets 
{f:lf(x)-fo(XY < ( > f E x or all x E X), for positive functions E. This, a sort 
of generalized “box topology,” has been investigated by E. van Douwen 
(private communication), who has thereby obtained a “conceptual” proof of 
Corollary 2. However, our arguments below are essentially computational. 
The motivation for Theorem 1 arose from a situation in which it is desired 
to express a given u-subfield of measurable sets of a measure space as the 
“spectral field” ($-l(B): B E .3(R)} of a function 4 with given expectation 
(this virtually forces 4 to be one-one, hence the present emphasis on one-one 
functions). For a fuller explanation see [ 11; complete details will be 
presented in [ 2). 
The statement of Theorem 1 is complicated by the conditions (involving 
the G, set G*) on the ranges of u and w. These, however, are needed in the 
application of the theorem, and are vital in the proof of it. The strategy of 
the proof will involve partitioning X into a countable number of pieces, each 
more easily dealt with. This produces a countable family of one-one 
functions, combining to a single function on X, the range conditions are used 
to ensure that this single function is also one-one. (See, for example, the 
argument in 2.2 below.) 
As this type of argument will be used several times, we introduce the 
following abbreviation. We say that a function is constructed so as to be 
“range restricted,” or to “satisfy the range restriction,” if its range is 
contained in some (Lebesgue) null u-compact subset of G*\Q, where G* is 
an arbitrary preassigned G, subset of IR that contains Q. 
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1. THE BASIC SPECIAL CASE 
1.1. Further notation. We recall that (X, .s’) is a measurable space in 
which .D has a countable separating system, say (B, , B, ,... }. Put ai = 2 if 
x E Bi, 1 otherwise; thus x corresponds to the sequence (a,(x), a,(x),...) E 
(1, 2}No in a one-one measurable way. (There is a technical reason for 
avoiding the value 0 here; see the end of the proof of Proposition 1 below.) 
We shall work with real numbers as “decimals” in scale b, where b is a 
fixed (large) positive integer. using the notation 
“, ei( ?‘) 
j’= O,(y) + \ b” 
i-l 
where each O,(J) is an integer, 0 < Bi < b - 1 if i > 1 (but 8, can be 
negative), and 0,(~,) is not ultimately b - 1. We call {i: i > 1 and ej( y) # O} 
the “essential coordinate set” of y. 
We repeat that all subsets of X, in the following constructions, are 
understood to be measurable, and all functions are real-valued and 
measurable. 
1.2. PROPOSITION 1. Assume f, c, d, E are functions on X such that, for 
some fixed positive number A, we have 
0 <f(x) <A, f<c(x)<A. f<d(x)<A. f ,< F(X) 
for all x E X. Then there exist one-one functions u, N* on X. and a compact 
null set C c IR, such that u(X) U w(X) c C\Q and, for all x E X, 
f(x) = c(x) u(x) + d(x) w(x), u(x) > 0 > w(x), 
ana 
I Nx)l < E(X). 
Remark. This is essentially the special case of Theorem 1 in which f > 0, 
c > 0, d > 0, g=J h = 0, and A c, d, I/c, l/d. I/E are all bounded. The 
conclusion is slightly sharper in some respects, but weaker in that nothing is 
said about the “range restriction.” 
Proof. Take an integer b > 2A’ + 2, and fix a rapidly increasing 
sequence of integers 
1 < k, < I, < k, < m, < ... < kz,_, < I, < k,, < m, < kz,,+, < .... 
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(For the present it suffices that each member of this sequence is less than 
half the next.) 
For an arbitrary (measurable) function 4: X--P R, and n = 1, 2,..., write 
41” = the function whose value at x is [bkn$(x)j/bkfl (where 1~1 = least 
integer 2~)). Thus 
Now define, recursively, the following functions on X: 
r. =f, u, =; ’ + alb-‘I, gl=cu,-ro. 
v,=? 2 +a,b-ml, r, = r. - (cu, - dv,), 
r 2n-I n-1 u =- n c 
+ a,&‘,, g, = cu, - r n-1, 
0, =g" 
2n 
d 
+ a,, bpmn, rn=rn-, - (cu, - dv,). 
A routine induction argument shows that, for all x E X, 
0 < u,(x) < A2 + I, 0 < u,(x) < b- b-Z+ ’ if n > 2; 
and, for all n > 1, 
and 
0 < g,(x) < 2Ab-hznm1, 0 < v,(x) < b-k2,m1+‘, 
0 < r,,(x) < 2AbmhZn. 
Hence the series C,“=, r,(x), Cp=, u,(x), c,“=r u,(x) all converge; let 
their sums be r(x), u(x), v(x). We have Cp=, r,, = Cz=, (r,_, - cu, + dv,), 
giving r. + r=r-ecu + dv; thus f= r,,=cu -dv. Define w= --v; then 
clearly U(X) > 0 > w(x), and f(x) = c(x) U(X) + d(x) w(x) as required. Also 
1 w(x)1 < JJ,“El b-” = l/(b - 1) < l/A < E(X). 
Consider the expansion of ur(x) = (f(x)/c(x))l ’ + a,(x)/b’l as a “b-ary 
decimal” 8, + CE, (BJb’). Since (f(x)/c(x))l’ = integer/bkl, we have 8,, = 
a,(x) = 1 or 2, and Bi = 0 if i > I,, or if k, < i < 1r. Thus the “essential coor- 
dinate set” of U,(X) is a subset of ( 1, 2,..., k,, Z,}, and certainly includes 1, ; in 
fact @,,(u,(x)) = a,(x). 
Similarly the essential coordinate set of u,(x) (where n > 2) is a subset of 
{k2,-2, kZnm2 + I,..., k-,, l,,}, and 8,n($x)) = a,,@>. For 
u, = (rn-,/c)IZn-’ + a,/b’n, showing that Bi(u,(x)) IS 0 if i > I,,, or if 
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2n- 1 <i<l,. Moreover, u,(x) < b-k?nmZ+‘, so t9,(u,(x)) must be 0 if 
i < kz,-z. 
It follows that the essential coordinate set of u(x) = X2= i U,,(X) is, for 
each x, the union of the essential coordinate sets of the individual u,(x)‘s 
(there is no “carrying”), and hence that e,ju(x)) = 19,~(u,(x)) = a,,(x) 
(n = 1, 2,...). Thus U(X) determines x uniquely; the function u is one-one. 
Moreover, the b-ary expansion of u(x) has arbitrarily long sequences of O’s 
(between k,, _ , and I,, n = 1, 2,...,), terminated by definitely non-zero values 
(because an(x) # 0); so it is not periodic. That is, U(X) is always irrational. 
(In fact, it would be easy to arrange that U(X) is always transcendental.) 
Since the range u(X) of u is bounded, and always has zero b-ary entries 
between k,,-, and l,, for all n, its closure is compact and of Lebesgue 
measure 0. 
Similar considerations apply to U; and the proof is complete. 
1.3. PROPOSITION 2. In Proposition 1, u and MI can be made to satisfy’ 
the range restriction. 
Proof. Suppose a G, set G* 3 Q is given; say G* = n, G,. where G, is 
open (n = 1, 2 ,..., ). Write 
E(n) = ; : s = 0, l,..., [A2 + 21 b” j . 
The estimates in the previous argument show that, for all x E X, 
0 < u,(x) + u*(x) + .-. + u,(x) < A2 + 2, and that the essential coordinate 
set of ui(x) + u2(x) t .+. t u,(x) is a subset of (1, 2 ,..., I,). Thus the range of 
u, tu, t .e. + U, is contained in E(I,). Now E(1,) is a finite subset of Q, 
and hence of G,; thus, if k,, is large enough, the 2b-kzn’1-neighborhood of 
E(1,) is contained in G,. Since 0 < xi>” ui(x) < 2bek?nf’, this shows that 
by making the sequence 
k, < 1, <k, < m, c ... < k,,-, < 1, < k,, < m, < ... increase sufficiently 
rapidly we can ensure that U(X) E G,. and in fact that the closure of the 
range of u is a subset of G,, for all n. Thus we have U(X) E C c G*\Q, as 
required. The argument for ~1 (and hence w) is similar. 
2. THE GENERAL CASE 
The deduction of Theorem 1, Case A, from the special case just 
established (in Proposition 2) proceeds in three steps. The first of these drops 
the requirement, in Proposition 2, that f be non-negative, at the cost of a 
weaker conclusion (we no longer assert u(x) > 0 > N(X)). 
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2.1. PROPOSITION 3. Assumef, c, d, e are functions on X such that, for 
some fixed positive number A, we have 1 f (x)1 < A, l/A ,< c(x) <A, l/A < 
d(x) < A, and l/A < e(x), f or all x E X. Then there exist one-one functions 
u, w  on X, with disjoint ranges, such that, for all x E X, f(x) = c(x) u(x) + 
d(x) w(x) and 1 w(x)1 < E(X). Further, u and w  can be made to satisfy the 
range restriction. 
Proof Put X, = (x E X: f(x) > 0}, X, = x\X,. Apply Proposition 2 to 
X, and the function -f IX,. We obtain (given a G, set G* I Q) real-valued 
(measurable) functions u2, w2 on X, such that, for all x E X,, 
-f (xl = c(x) uz(x) + 4x) w,(x), I %(X)l < 4x1, 
%(X) > 0 > %(X) and u,W,> u WAX,> = C, = G*\Q 
for some compact null set C, . Let -C, denote (t E R: -t E Cz }. 
We next apply Proposition 2 to X, and the function f IX,, but with G* 
replaced by G*\(-C,), which is also a G, set containing Q. This produces 
functions u,, w, on X, such that, for all x E X, , 
f(x)= 4x> u,(x) + 0) w,(x)+ I w,(x)1 < E(X), 
ur(x) > 0 > wr(x) and u,(X) U w,(X) c C, c (G*\(-CJ)\Q. 
Now define the functions U, w by: 
ax> = u,(x) if xE X,, u(x) = -uz(x) if xEXz, 
w(x) = WI(X) if xE X,, w(x) = -wz(x) if xEX,. 
It is easy to see that U, w have the desired properties-range restriction 
included; in particular, the disjointness of their ranges comes from the fact 
that u(X,)uw(X,)cC,, u(X,)Uw(X,)c-C,, and C,n(-C,)=0. 
2.2. PROPOSITION 4. Theorem 1 holds in Case A, under the extra 
assumption that c(x) + d(x) = 1 for all x E X. 
That is, given functions J g, h, c, d, E on X such that (for all x E X) 
S(x) = g(x) + h(x), c(x) > 0, d(x) > 0, E(X) > 0, and c(x) + d(x) = 1, there 
exist one-one functions U, w on X, having disjoint ranges, such that f (x) = 
c(x) u(x) + d(x) w(x) and 
1 g(x) - c(x) d(x)1 = 1 h(x) - d(x) w(x)1 < E(X) for all x E X. 
Further, u and w can be made “range restricted.” 
Proof For q = 2, 3 ,.... and p = 0, f 1, *2 ,..., let X,, denote the set of all 
x E X for which: 
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E(X) > 3, c(x) > +, d(x) > +, If(x)I < 9 
and 
Clearly the union of the sets Xp9 is X. Enumerate them as a single sequence 
(X0,4” : n = 1, 2,...) and put 
Y, = Xp,,,\U {XDiqi : i < II I. 
The sets Y, , Y?,..., partition X, and on Y, we have 
E(X) > -$ t < c(x) < 1, $ < d(x) < 1, If(x>l < q,, 
n ” n 
and 
p”<- h(x) < P, + 1 
qn 4x) ‘4,’ 
where p,, q,, are integers and qn > 2. 
For the moment we ignore the range restrictions and the one-oneness 
requirements. For all x E Y,,, put f,(x) =f(x) -p,/q,, and apply 
Proposition 3 to Y,, andf,,. We obtain functions u,, w,, on Y, such that 
f,(x) = c(x) u,(x) + 4x1 w,(x) and I W”(X)l < l/q,* 
for all x E Y,,. Define the functions U, w on X as follows: 
u(x) = u,(x) + F 
n 
w(x) = w,(x) + pt 
when x E Y,, (n = 1, 2 ,..., ). 
n 
Thus, if x E Y,, we have 
f(x) =“w> + F 
n 
= c(X) u,(.y) + d(x) w,(x) + F (c(x) + d(x)) 
n 
= c(x) u(x) + d(x) w(x), 
158 
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/h(x) - d(w) w(x)/ = d(x) 1% - w,(x) - ; j  
n 
Sinceg+h=f=cu+dw,wehave)g-cu)=Jh-dwJ(&,asjustshown. 
The individual functions u,, w, are one-one and (for fixed n) have disjoint 
ranges. To ensure that u, w have analogous properties (and satisfy the range 
restriction), let G* be a given G, set containing Q, and put GT = G*. We 
proceed recursively. From Proposition 3 we may assume that the ranges of 
u,, w, are contained in a compact null set C, c G:\Q. Then G:\C, is 
likewise a G, set containing Q. Put Gc = n ((G,*\C,) + p: p E Q}, the inter- 
section of all rational translates of GT\C, ; this too is a G, set containing Q. 
By Proposition 3, we may suppose the ranges of u,, w2 to be contained in a 
compact null set C, c GT\Q and we put G: = intersection of all rational 
translates of Gf\(C, U C,). And so on; we make u,, w, have ranges 
contained in a compact null set C, c GR\Q, where Gz = intersection of all 
rational translates of G*,_ r\(C, U .=. U C,- ,). 
The function u is now one-one. For suppose u(x) = u(x’), where x # x’; 
say x E Y,,, x’ E Y,,. Since U, is one-one, we must have n # n’; say n < n’. 
Then u(x) = U,,(X) + p,,/q,, , where u,(x) E C,; but u,,(x’) is in the translate 
of Gz\C,, by pn ,/q,, - p,/q,, contradicting U(X) = u(x’). 
Similar arguments show that w is one-one, and that the ranges u(X), w(X) 
are disjoint. Finally, u(X) U w(X) is a subset of the union of all rational 
translates of u, C,, a null a-compact subset of G*\Q. 
2.3. Proof of Theorem 1, Case A. The set-up is the same as that in 
Proposition 4, except that c + d need not equal 1. However, c(x) + d(x) > 0 
for all x E X. Put f’ =f/(c + d), g’ = g/(c + d), h’ = h/(c + d), 
E’=E/(C+d), c’ = c/(c + d) and d’ = d/(c + d). Since c’ + d’ = 1, 
Proposition 4 applies to give range-restricted one-one functions U, w, with 
disjoint ranges, such that f’(x) = c’(x) u(x) + d’(x) w(x) and ) g’(x) - 
c’(x) u(x)1 = Ih’(x) - d’(x) w(x)\ < E’(X) for all x E X. But then f(x) = 
c(x) u(x) + d(x) w(x) and j g(x) - c(x) U(X)/ = 1 h(x) - d(x) w(x)/ < E(X), as 
required. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 IN CASE B 
We begin with a lemma. 
3.1. LEMMA. Given functions g, h, c*, d* on X, such that c* + d* is 
everywhere positive, there exist arbitrarily small, everywhere positive 
functions r] on X such that, for each x E X, either 
or 
c*(x) - d*(x) = 0 = g(x) + h(x) 
d*(x)1 g(x) + v(x)1 f c*(x)1 0) - rl(x)l. 
ProoJ Put X, = (x E X: either c*(x) # d*(x) or g(x) + h(x) # 0). The 
requirement on r is that, for all x E X,, we have q(x) > 0 and 
r(x)(c*(x> + d*(x)) f c*(x) 0) - d*(x) g(x) (1) 
and 
q(x)(c*(x) - d*(x)) # c*(x) h(x) + d*(x) g(x). (2) 
Let X’ = (xE X,: c*(x) h(x) -d*(x)g(x) =Ot. Then (1) is satisfied 
automatically when x E X’, merely by requiring q(x) > 0. For x E X,\X’ we 
ensure that (1) holds by requiring 
0 < v(x) < It*(x) h(x) -d*(x) g(x)i/(c*(x) + d*(x)). 
Let X” = (x E X,: c*(x) h(x) + d*(x) g(x) = O}, and let Z = (x E X, : 
c*(x) # d*(x)}. Then (2) is satisfied automatically when x E X” f7 Z, merely 
by requiring q(x) > 0. For x E Z\X” we ensure that (2) holds by requiring 
0 < v(x) < Ic*(x> h(x)- d*(x) &W/c*(x) - d*(x)l. 
For x E (X,\X”)\Z, (2) holds automatically. Finally, X”\Z = 0, since if 
x E X”\Z we have c*(c) = d*(x) and g(x) + h(x) = 0, contradicting x E X,. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1, case B. We are given functions f, g, h, c, d, E 
on X such that f = g + h, c and d are never 0, E is everywhere positive, and 
(B) holds-there is no x E X for which j(x) = 0 = c(x) f d(x). Write 
c*(x) = c(x), d*(x) = d(x). By the lemma there is a function q on X such 
that, for all x E X, 0 ( q(x) ( c(x)/2 and 
d*(x)1 g(x) + v(x)1 z c*(x)1 h(x)- rl(x)l. 
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Write g*(x) = g(x) + q(x), h*(x) = h(x) - v(x); thus g* + h* =A and we 
have, for all x E X, 
I g”(xYc”(x>l f Ih*(xYd*(x)l. 
By the same method as in 2.2, we partition X into a countable family of 
subsets E,, E, ,..., such that, on each E,, we have (for some fixed rational 
number p,) either 
or 
I g*(x)lc*(x)l > Pn > Ih*@)ld*(xI for all x E E, , 
I g*(xYc*(x)l < Pn < Ih*(x)ld*(x>l for all x E E,, 
and also c(x), d(x) are of constant sign for x E E,. (Recall that c(x), d(x) 
are never 0.) 
For the moment we fix n and ignore the range restrictions. Suppose 
I g*(x)lc*(x)l > P, > Ih*(xYd*(xI on E, (the other case, in which these 
inequalities are reversed, is handled similarly). Apply Theorem 1, Case A to 
the functions f = g* + h*, c*, d* on E,, replacing E by ef defined by 
E:(x)=+min /4x), c*(x) (I g*(x)lc*(xI -P,), 
We get one-one functions u,, w, on E,, with disjoint ranges, such that (for 
all x E E,) 
f(x) = c*(x) u,(x) + d*(x) w,(x) 
and 
/ g*(x) - c*(x) u,(x)1 = Ih*(x) - d*(x) w,,(x)/ < E:(X). 
Thus / g*(x) - c*(x) u,,(x)l < &(x)/2; but also I g*(x) - g(x)1 = q(x) < &(x)/2; 
hence I g(x) - c*(x) u,(x)1 < E(X). Similarly (h(x) - d*(x) w,(x)1 < E(X). 
Also 
g”(x) E*(X) g*(x) --u,(x) <- < - 
c*(x) c*(x) I I c*(x) -P,1 
from which it follows that ( u,(x)1 > p,. Similarly 1 w,(x)1 < p,. 
In the other case, in which the inequalities involving pn are reversed, a 
similar argument shows I u,(x) < p, < I w,(x)l. 77~~s I u, 1, I W, 1, hats/ disjoint 
ranges. 
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We define functions u*, w* on X by: 
u*(x) = u,(x) 
w*(x) = w,(x) i 
when x E E 
n, 
and have, for all x E X, f(x) = c*(x) u*(x) + d*(x) MI*(X), and 
( g(x) - c*(x) u*(x)1 = Ill(x) - d”(x) w*(x)1 < E(X). 
To arrange that u*, w* are one-one and that /u* 1, I MI* I have disjoint ranges, 
we must now consider the range restrictions. The argument is similar to that 
in 2.2, but simpler. Given a G, set G* containing Q we arrange that the 
ranges u,(E,), wi(E,) are contained in a null u-compact set C, c G*\Q At 
the nth stage we arrange that u,(E,) u w,(E,) c null u-compact set C, such 
that 
C, c ((G* f? (-G*))\Q)\U (Ciu (-C,): i < n}. 
This ensures that at each stage the ranges of / UX I and I wt 1 are disjoint from 
each other and from the ranges of their predecessors. 
Finally, define u(x) = u*(x) if c(x) > 0, -u*(x) if c(x) < 0, and similarly 
w(x) = w*(x) if d(x) > 0, -w*(x) if d(x) < 0. We have c(x) u(x) = 
c*(x) u*(x) and d(x) w(x) = d*(x) w*(x), and the functions U, w are still 
oneeone and satisfy the range restriction, and I u 1, ~M’I have disjoint ranges. 
3.3. Remarks. (1) In Theorem l(B), the hypothesis. that there is no 
x E X for which f(x) = 0 = c(x) f d(x), is clearly necessary. For if there is 
such an x, then U(X) = f w(x), so the ranges of I u / and Iu’I cannot be dis- 
joint. 
(2) The construction can be easily relined to give the functions u and 
w, in both parts of Theorem 1, the further property that the algebraic sums 
u(X) + u(X), w(X) + MI(X) contain no rationals-that is. the sums 
u(x,) + r4(xz). w(x,) + w(xz) are always irrational. 
(3) By taking a little more trouble, we could have made (in both parts 
of Theorem 1) I u / and / w 1, and not merely u and w, one-one. 
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